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Moreover, there is another key point. Zhan  has been in China for many days. 

 

She entered the country earlier than the time she let Liam take the Magical Pill to the United States, and 

even earlier than the time when Ji Qingtang announced the auction of Rejuvenating Pills. 

 

In this way, Charlie could completely rule out the possibility that Zhan  came for Magical Pill, because 

when she entered China, Magical Pill had not yet come out. 

Roughly speaking, it seems that Rejuvenation Pill can also be excluded. 

But the reason why Charlie did not immediately exclude the Rejuvenation Pill was that the Rejuvenation 

Pill had actually been out for a long time before the news of the auction was announced. 

 

Mr. moore, Travis Lane, Don Albert, Orion Exeor, Orrin and even the old queens of Northern Europe 

have all taken rejuvenating pills. 

 

Maybe Zhan  had heard of Rejuvenation Pill before this auction! 

 

Therefore, after Stephen Thompson’s feedback, Charlie’s speculation on Zhan ‘s true motives was 

narrowed to two possibilities. 

 

The first one is because of the identity of wade family Young Master; 

The second is because of rejuvenation pills. 

 

Of these two possibilities, Charlie preferred the latter. 

 



Because, although the identity of the young master of the wade family is deeply hidden, this identity 

does not have any practical benefits for many people. 

Unless they are enemies with the wade family, they will be interested in digging into their own Young 

Master wade family. Otherwise, for the vast majority of people, knowing that they are Young Master 

wade family has no real benefit to them. It is impossible to go all the way toAurous Hill for gossip. 

 

Therefore, Charlie began to focus on rejuvenating pills for reasons. 

 

He discovered that the first stop for Zhan  to China was notAurous Hill, but Eastcliff. 

 

This proves that if she came on the rejuvenation pill, then the source of her information on the 

rejuvenation pill must be inseparable from Eastcliff. 

 

There are two people who have taken Huichun Dan in Eastcliff. 

 

One is Orion Exeor and the other is Gu Yanzhong. 

 

The possibility of Gu Yanzhong leaking the news is zero, while Orion Exeor… 

 

When the deduction reached this point, Charlie’s inspiration suddenly flashed! 

 

He thought that a few days ago, he had asked Orion Exeor to help spread the news of Rejuvenation Pill 

among the wealthy circles in North America, so as to warm up the Rejuvenation Pill first. 

As a result, he immediately found the record of his call with Orion Exeor. The time of the call was only 

twenty hours earlier than the time when Zhan  entered Eastcliff. 

 

It will take at least twelve or three hours for Zhan  to fly from the United States to Eastcliff. 

 



Adding the time to prepare the plane and the time to go to the airport to go through customs and board 

the plane, the whole journey will take at least 15 hours. 

 

This means that as soon as Orion Exeor spread the news, Zhan  immediately set off to China! 

 

These two time nodes were so coincident, that Charlie completely eliminated all other possibilities one 

by one, and firmly believed that Zhan  was close to his goal in order to rejuvenate! 

 

Realizing this, Charlie was even more surprised. He couldn’t figure out how Zhan  gradually focused the 

clues of the rejuvenation pills on himself. 

 

Because he knows very well that Orion Exeor cannot reveal his identity to the outside world. 

 

Moreover, if Zhan  had known that the Rejuvenation Pill was related to herself, then she would have 

been toAurous Hill. The reason why she was delayed in Eastcliff for so long was precisely because she 

did not know whose Rejuvenation Pill was in. inside. 

 

In addition, Zhan  arrived inAurous Hill just after Ji Qingtang announced the news of the Rejuvenation 

Pill auction. 

 

This also means that before Zhan  came toAurous Hill, he didn’t know that the Rejuvenation Pill was 

related to him! 

 

Thinking of this, Charlie couldn’t help sighing secretly: “This Zhan , what method did he use to find me in 

just a few days?!” 


